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Organization of Lectures 

• Complexities of perception 
• Constraints on perception 
• Pattern recognition models 

– Template 
– Distinctive-feature 
– Spatial/configural 
– Interactive activation 

Complexities of Perception 

• What brain receives 
vs. what we 
perceive 

•  Isolate object from 
surroundings 

•  Difficult for 
computer programs 



Constraints: Gestalt Psychology 

• First psychologists to study pattern 
recognition 
– Most active 1920 through 1930 

• Perception more than patterns of light 
falling on retina 

• Overall structure/pattern of input 
perceived 
– “Gestalt” is German for “form” 

Figure-Ground Relationships 

• For two figures sharing 
a boundary  
– Figure : the distinct 

shape with clearly 
defined edges 

– Ground: what is left 
over 
• Makes up the 

background 

Figure-ground relationships 

Ambiguous figure-ground relationship 



Laws of Grouping 

• Law of similarity 
• Law of proximity 
• Law of good continuation 
• Law of closure 
• Law of common fate 

Laws of Grouping: Similarity 

•  Law of similarity: Objects that are similar 
to each other tend to be seen as a unit 

Laws of Grouping: Proximity 

•  Law of proximity: Objects near each other 
tend to be seen as a unit 



Laws of Grouping: Good continuation 

•  Law of good continuation: Objects arranged 
in either a straight line or a smooth curve 
tend to be seen as a unit 

See Line AB and Line CD 

Do not see Line AD  

or Line CB 

Laws of Grouping: Closure 

•  Law of closure: When a figure has a gap, we 
tend to see it as a closed complete figure 

Laws of Grouping: Common Fate 

•  Law of common fate: When objects move in 
the same direction, we tend to see them as a 
unit 



Laws of Grouping 

•  Law of similarity: Objects that are similar to each 
other tend to be seen as a unit 

•  Law of proximity: Objects near each other tend to 
be seen as a unit 

•  Law of good continuation: Objects arranged in 
either a straight line or a smooth curve tend to be 
seen as a unit 

•  Law of closure: When a figure has a gap, we tend 
to see it as a closed, complete figure  

•  Law of common fate: When objects move in the 
same direction, we tend to see them as a unit  

Optical Illusions 

Inducing areas 

Inducing lines 

The Use of Gestalt Principles 

•  Understanding 
cognitive principles 
– Manipulation 
– Control 
– Beneficial use 



Constraints: Cognitive 

•  Experience 
•  Context 
•  Expectations 

Cognitive constraints: Memories 

•  Memories 
–  Influence perception 
– Aid identification 

•  Examples 
– Shave 
– New hairstyle/color 

Cognitive constraints: Context 

• Context related to previous experience 
– Previous experiences determine 

expectations in a given context 

• Distinction 
– Previous experiences/memories 

• Influence of past on current perception 

– Context 
• Influence of present setting/environment on 

current perception 



Context (Biederman) 

•  Biederman – real-world scenes 
•  Object identification 

– Variable of interest: length of time needed to 
identify object 

Context (Palmer) 

•  Conditions 
– Contextually appropriate 
– Perceptually similar and contextually inappropriate 
– Perceptually dissimilar and contextually 

inappropriate 

Context: Palmer (results) 



Cognitive constraints: Expectations 

• Expectations of what we are going to 
perceive heavily influence what we 
actually perceive 

• Phone 
• Proofreading 

– Paris in the the spring 
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Pattern Recognition Models 

• Template Models 

• Distinctive Feature Models 

• Spatial/Configural Models 

• Interactive Activation Model 



Theories: Template Models 

• Proposes that we have a template in 
our head (a shape or a “lock”) for every 
object that we can recognize 

A 

Problems with Template Models 

• Size 

• Position 

• Orientation 

• Variability 

A 

A 

A A A A 

Theories: Distinctive Feature Models 

• Describe pattern by listing parts 
• Assumptions 

– Detect features in the environment  
– Combine features into more complex 

objects 

• Pandemonium Model 



Pandemonium model 

Feature-Integration Model (Treisman) 

• Two stages of processing  
• Preattentive processing 

–  Automatically register features  
–  Parallel processing 

• Focused attention 
–  Object identification 
–  Serial processing 

Evaluation: Evidence for feature models 

• Perceptual confusions 
– Misidentified patterns often share similar 

features 
•  F for E, P for R 

• Feature Detectors in visual cortex 
– Areas of visual cortex respond to features  

• Lines of specific orientations, lengths, and 
movement 



Stabilized retinal images 

• Stabilized retinal images 
–  Images projected onto retina fade one 
feature at a time 

Evaluation: Problems with Feature 
Models 

• Effects of Context/Memory/Expectations 
• Structure  

– Does not account for knowledge about the 
manner in which features “hang together” 

A 

Theories: Configural/Structural Models 

• Build upon the ideas proposed by 
distinctive-feature models 

• Recognize that both features and the 
relationships between features are 
important to pattern recognition 

• Recognition-by-Components approach 
(Biederman) 



Recognition-by-Components 
(Biederman) 

Identification of context 

• Recognition by components and feature 
integration 

• Preattentive processing 
– Identify features/geons of scene 

• Enough to activate context 

• Focused attention 
– Activated context directs attention 
– Expected objects identified more quickly 

Bottom-up vs. Top-down Models 

• Bottom-up Processing 
–  Data driven  
–  Input from environment 
–  Simple to complex 

• Top-down Processing 
–  Conceptually driven 
–  Concepts influence perception 
–  Memory/experience/context/expectations 

influence perception 



Problems 

• Bottom-up models can’t explain the 
influence of cognition on perception  
– We should see the world exactly as it is 

• Top-down models models can’t explain 
how we see things that we don’t expect 
to see 

Interactive-Activation Model 
(McClelland & Rumelhart) 

• Model possesses both top-down and 
bottom-up components 
– Receive information from the environment  
– Expectations aid in recognition of objects  

• Explains the influence of context/
memory/expectations on pattern 
recognition 

Interactive Activation: Word Superiority 
Effect 



Interactive Activation Model: Details 

•  Parallel 
processing 
– 5 letters at once 
– 3 levels at once 

•  Levels interact 
•  Excitatory and 

inhibitory 
connections 

Backwards (subliminal?) Messages 

• Cases brought to trial 
– Prosecuting rock bands 
– Subliminal messages 

• Promoting suicide and antisocial behavior 

Backwards messages: Court cases 

• Judas Priest 
– “Better by You, Better 

by Me” 
• Backwards messages 

– “F**k the Lord” 
• Promoting anti-Christian 

mentality 

– “Do It” 
• Causal factor in youths’ 

suicides 



Backwards messages: Court cases 

• Ozzy Osbourne 
– “Suicide Solution” 

• “Subliminal” Message 
– “Get the gun. Shoot! 

Shoot!” 

• Message played 
forward but “hidden” in 
background noise 

Backwards Messages: Interactive-Activation 
Explanation 

• Difficult to fight accusations 
– Prosecutor tells audience contents of 

message 
– Audience then “hears” content 

• Content has to be revealed PRIOR to 
listening to understand message 
– Expectations influence pattern recognition 

Backwards Messages 

•  Real backwards messages 
– Pink Floyd 

•  “Empty Spaces” 

– Weird Al 
•  “Nature Trail to Hell” 

•  Alleged backwards 
messages 
– “Stairway to Heaven” 
– “Another One Bites the 

Dust” 



Backwards Messages: Critical Thinking 

• Are the backwards messages 
intentional? 

• Can backwards messages influence 
behavior? 

Summary 

• Template theories 
– Holistic, unanalyzed match between 

patterns 

• Feature theories 
– Identification of features 
– Feature integration approach  

• Adds attention component 
• 2 stages of processing 
• Parallel and serial processing 

Summary 

• Configural/structural theories 
– Emphasize relationships between features 
– Recognition by components 

• Geons 

• Interactive activation model 
– Contains both top-down and bottom-up 

components 


